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Abstract 
This project focuses on the business application of cloud computing, both at present and in the 
future. This investigation aims to assist business users of cloud computing services to improve 
the perception of cloud computing, to assess the value of their cloud computing service 
relationships, and to assist in selecting appropriate cloud computing services. This project bases 
its information on the existing cloud computing technology to clarify the technical aspects of 
current cloud services and companies. It presents the key elements of conception of cloud 
computing, its definitions, main service models, and implementation types. Ultimately, this paper 
analyzes the cons and pros of cloud computing based on business using cases. Also, this paper 
includes a demonstration to display the process of the cloud vendor providing service. 
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Cloud Computing: Current and Future Impact on Organizations 
Introduction 
Cloud computing allows consumers to use computer resources, such as storage or 
applications, or a virtual machine purchased from third party suppliers. Traditional approaches 
required companies to build and maintain their own computing infrastructure (Bigelow & Rouse, 
2016, para. 5). Euclid Analytic, a software company, reports that they receive a 90 percent cost 
reduction by moving from their previous database system to the Amazon Redshift ("AWS Case 
Study: Euclid," 2017, para. 8). 
Common tasks in most businesses include email, word processing, and the use of 
spreadsheets. Using Gmail to replace in-house email and Google Docs to replace Microsoft 
Office, JohnsonDiversey reduces operating costs of email and collaboration environment by 70 
percent and boosts user satisfaction by over 25% (Hassan, 2011, p.12). 
Migrating to cloud computing is the future trend for business. According to the Juniper 
Research, the number of cloud service users reached approximately 3.6 billion in 2018 
worldwide (Fig. 1.1). 
 
Fig. 1.1 Number of consumer cloud-based service users worldwide in 2013 and 2018 (Statistics, 
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2014). 
According to the report of RightScale, only about 62 percent of enterprises rely on a 
professional central IT team to make the majority of cloud purchase decisions (Fig.1.2). That 
sometimes means the person who makes the cloud-related decision might be a non-IT based 
person. The other 38% of enterprises do not even have a professional IT team to serve their cloud.  
 
Fig. 1.2. Cloud Purchase Decision in the Enterprise (Weins, 2015). 
For business cloud service users, especially those who decide which cloud service 
providers to use in companies but are non-technical based, it is important that they understand 
some of the cloud computing concepts and what is behind the scenes. Many companies may miss 
opportunities to capitalize on business because they are unsure how to initiate their cloud project 
(Smith, D). Choosing the inappropriate cloud service may incur a significant economic loss. 
Based on these facts, this paper explains essential terminologies related to cloud 
computing with the target to answer questions frequently asked by the users who are not in the 
computer fields. These terms include cloud computing’s definition and characteristics, history, 
architecture, and so on. In the business component, this thesis analyzes how cloud computing can 
benefit a firm by summarizing features of cloud computing from business cases. It also offers use 
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case to assist users in narrowing the scope when they choose cloud service. This research 
indicates a current situation in the cloud computing market. In the technology component, this 
project demonstrates an example in detail on how to use Amazon EC2. Also, this section focuses 
on issues about cloud computing like security, vendor lock-in, data loss, and so on. 
Additionally, this project targets to improve the business users’ perceptions of cloud 
computing. Similarly, this paper can also influence the cloud service providers. This article can 
help cloud technology vendors to measure what their customers care about and do further 
explorations in these fields. 
Background 
This section provides a complete explanation of cloud computing. It provides a general 
description of the history of cloud computing. 
What is Cloud Computing? 
Until today, there is no an official definition of cloud computing. Everyone in this 
industry, from system planners, program managers, technologists, and others adopting cloud 
computing as consumers or providers of cloud services, has their individual understanding of 
cloud computing. There is not yet a consensus on what exactly cloud means. However, some 
authority organizations and experts try to describe cloud computing fully. There are several 
definitions for cloud computing: 
 Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction. - U.S. National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (Mell & Grance, 2011, p.5).. 
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 A cloud is an on-demand computing model composed of autonomous, networked IT 
(hardware and/or software) resources. Service providers offer clouds with predefined quality of 
service (QoS) terms through the Internet as a set of easy-to-use, scalable, and inexpensive 
services to interested clients on a subscription basis. - Qusay F. Hassan (Hassan, 2011, p.16).  
 A pool of abstracted, highly scalable, and managed compute infrastructure capable of 
hosting end-customer applications and billed by consumption. - Forrester Research, Inc. (Locher, 
2008). 
 A cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a set of interconnected 
and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified 
computing resources based on service-level agreements established through negotiation between 
the service provider and consumers. - R. Buyya, CS Yeo, and S. Venugopal(Buyya,Yeo, and 
Venugopal, 2008).  
These definitions enable us to extract the main features of cloud computing technology.  
However, for general cloud computing users, the definitions above might be too intricate. Aaron 
Ricadela said when cloud service companies provide service to the general users, they prefer to 
hide the complexity of the technology. Also, users usually prefer applications and service more 
than software. Based on this, the inexperienced user can see cloud computing as utilizing 
technology "as a service."  As a general user, people do not need to grasp any knowledge on the 
details of how a service is implemented, how many CPUs is needs, how many protocols must be 
followed, and so on. All that is important for a naive user is to have a good understanding of 
what the service offers, what it does not, and how to operate the service portal.  
Briefly speaking, the most common meaning of the cloud computing is the delivery of 
scalable virtualized IT resources over the Internet as opposed to hosting and operating those 
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resources locally. Cloud computing enables companies to react more quickly to the needs of 
business, while driving greater operational efficiencies. 
It is important that virtualization and grid computing are two major technologies that 
have led to the cloud computing evolution. The other supporting technologies include distributed 
computing, parallel computing, utility computing, network storage technologies, load balance, 
and so on.  
There exist five essential characteristics of cloud computing, according to the NIST 
(Schouten, 2014). These characteristics are:  
 On-demand self-service. The purpose of the on-demand model is to enable users to pay-
on-demand and massively reduce the users' investment on traditional software and hardware. 
Customers are no longer required to own their physical data centers to support their IT needs 
because cloud service providers are responsible for maintaining the data for their business users. 
Users can provision cloud computing resources without requiring human interaction (Hassan, 
2011). For example, in the past, customers needed to wait 1-4 weeks for hardware to arrive. Now 
customers just need to enter credit cards into a cloud provider's website, and then wait for 1-4 
minutes for the new resources to be ready. On-demand means the resources like CPUs and 
storage space are available when users need them, as soon as possible. 
Broad network access. This refers to resources hosted in a cloud network which are 
available for access via a whole range of devices, such as mobile phones, laptops, and 
workstations. People do not need to pay extra money for remote software. The remote 
applications are often or even built into the service, so the network becomes more critical to the 
operations of the IT infrastructure. 
Rapid elasticity. Elasticity here is a ‘rename’ of scalability. Scalability refers to the 
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ability to add or remove capacity, mostly processing, memory, or both, to or from an IT 
environment when this is needed (Schouten, 2014). Through semi-automated scaling or fully-
automated scaling technology, cloud computing can work like a rubber band. If more capacity is 
required now, then it is added automatically and there within minutes. If the user does not need 
the additional capacity anymore, the monitoring tool can reduce it instantly. Here is a brief 
example: when users are using a cloud service platform to design an application, the cloud 
releases enough capacity for them to support their work. Once they finish their work, the cloud 
takes the operational capability back and gives it to other users. This cloud computing 
characteristic allows users to scale in a much more agile manner. 
Resource pooling. The computing resource providers pool resources together to serve 
multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model. Cloud computing technology can dynamically 
assign and reassign physical and virtual resources according to consumer demand. Resource 
pooling allows customers be able to change their levels of service without being subject to the 
limitation of physical or virtual resources. It is notable that this is the case in the public cloud. 
Generally, in the public cloud, it is a shared server. That server could be anywhere in the world 
where customers do not necessary know where it is. 
Measured service.  Cloud providers transparently monitor, measure, and report resource 
usage based on utilization. The cloud providers give the resource monitoring and reports to the 
customers. Then the customer only need to pay for what they used, but do not need to monitor 
usage by themselves. 
History of Cloud Computing 
The idea of cloud computing is not new since it goes back about six decades. In the early 
sixties, there existed the image of delivering computing resources through a global network. 
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J.C.R. Licklider, who was responsible for enabling the development of ARPANET (Advanced 
Research Projects Agency Network) in 1969, pioneered the idea of "intergalactic computer 
network" which aimed to interconnected network worldwide, enabling access to data and 
programs from wherever whenever needed (A History of Cloud Computing).  In 1962, John 
McCarthy, a well-known computer scientist who was one of the founders of the discipline of 
artificial intelligence, said: "Computation may someday be organized as a public utility" 
(McCarthy, 1960, p.1). That is the pioneer conception of cloud computing today. 
  After that, cloud computing evolved along several directions. With the advent of Web 2.0, 
the speed of cloud computing development rises rapidly. In the seventies, IBM first came out 
with the VM operating system, which allowed multiple virtual systems on one physical device. It 
heralded the birth of the term virtual machine. 
  Fast-forward to the 1990s, Professor Ramnath Chellappa of Emory University and the 
University of South California defined cloud computing as the new “computing paradigm where 
the boundaries of computing will be determined by economic rationale rather than technical 
limits alone.”  This idea is the basis of what we refer to today when we discuss the concept of 
cloud computing. As computers became more diffused, computing scientists and technologists 
experimented with algorithms to optimize the applications, platform, and infrastructure to 
prioritize CPUs and increase efficiency for end users. In 1999, Salesforce.com started up and 
practiced the conception of delivering "enterprise applications via a simple website" through 
using distributed computing power. It is the first milestone in cloud computing history.  
Upon the entry of the new century, cloud computing comes into a new iteration. In 2002, 
Amazon launched the Amazon Web Services, which played a leading role in the cloud-
computing field. In August 2006, Amazon released its Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2) as a 
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commercial web service allowing users to rent resizable virtual servers on their computer 
applications. It makes web-scale cloud computing easier for small companies and individual 
developers. In 2009, computing companies led by Google began to provide browser-based 
enterprise applications, such as Google App.  
The story of cloud-computing continues today. The adoption rate of cloud computing 
service continues to increase with the more widespread public attention. The evolution of cloud 
computing has only begun. 
Statement of the Problem 
What Must Commercial Users Know About Cloud Computing? 
Cloud computing provides an opportunity for organizations to provide an alternative 
model for developing computing resources. Companies and operations leaders usually struggle to 
understand the character of cloud computing and how to develop strategies that exploit its 
potential ("Cloud Computing Deployments Should Begin with Service Definition"). Companies 
need a clear understanding of what cloud computing is and the key terminologies of cloud 
computing. 
How Does Cloud Computing Benefit a Firm? 
Cloud computing provides computing resources with higher reliability at a reduced cost. 
Companies resist movement to the cloud due to a lack of understanding the benefits and are 
unsure of its risks. Companies need a clear understanding of the risks and benefits of moving to 
the cloud over traditional computing solutions. 
When is the Business Ready for the Cloud? 
Cloud computing provides better performance at lower costs in many situations. 
Companies are unsure of how to move to the cloud in an efficient manner.  Organizations need to 
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migrate to the cloud at the right opportunity and understand how to operate the cloud 
infrastructure. 
Business Component 
Flowserve Corporation is a world leader enterprise in supplying valves, seals, pumps, and 
related services to power, chemical, oil, gas, and other industries. Flowserve employs nearly 
20,000 workers in more than 55 countries.  
According to the marketing strategies, Flowserve faces some new challenges. First of all, 
Flowserve needs to shorten the time-to-quote process and improve accuracy. Secondly, they 
want to increase responsiveness to the market change and quickly respond to new opportunities. 
Also, they need a highly scalable and reliable configuration, price, and quote system to support 
their business. 
To handle these challenges, Flowserve selected Oracle Configure, Price, and Quote 
Cloud. Oracle enables Flowserve’s salesperson and distributors to quote products within 5 to 20 
minutes instead of days or weeks. Using Oracle CPQ Cloud, Flowserve increases on-time 
delivery of quotes from 85 percent to approximately 95 percent. That makes the company more 
responsive to the clients. 
Oracle CPQ Cloud helps to deploy the new product multiple times a week, when in the 
past, it was once a quarter. That improves Flowserve's customer experience and competitive 
advantage. Oracle CPQ Cloud can integrate with the existing Oracle E-Business Suite 
environment to provide a seamless experience for 20,000 employees. What's more, the cloud-
based service can easily accommodate multiple divisions of the global company and ensure 
business continuity. At last, compared with the training requirement of the legacy platform (3 
years on average), Oracle CPQ Cloud only requires six months to deploy training. 
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“We needed to be responsive to market changes, and have the ability to implement new 
models and features rapidly without causing disruption to our day-to-day business. Oracle CPQ 
Cloud eliminates errors from complex processes through automated systems that increase 
accountability, accuracy, and consistency. We can now very quickly configure products and 
services to meet our goals,” said Daniel Wiegand, director of IT, global customer-facing, supply 
chain and quality applications, Flowserve Corporation (Oracle, 2017). 
Nowadays, more and more companies go to the cloud since cloud computing offers many 
benefits to organizations of all sizes. Statista displays the top benefits of utilizing cloud 
computing. About 72 percent of respondents think the infrastructure cost-reduction is the most 
common benefit of cloud-computing adoption. 
 
Fig 4.1 (Top benefits reported following the adoption of cloud computing in North 
America in 2015). 
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How Cloud Computing Saves Money for a Firm 
To explain how cloud computing saves money on infrastructures and others aspects, here 
is a simplistic estimate model comparing utilizing the cloud or not.  
Assume a company established a whole IT infrastructure by itself. It utilizes eight low-
end servers, each with a single processor with 8GB RAM. This firm owned a couple of database 
applications for inventory, internal CRM, and some other functions. Also, the company used 
several web apps to connect to a central database server. 
A brand-new HP DL20 Gen 9 with 8GB RAM is $1,026 plus shipping fee (CWD, 2017). 
Assuming the servers have identical specs, eight of those servers cost the firm at least $8,208. If 
the firm does not have the on-premise facility, it can colocate the server at a local datacenter.  A 
full size 42U server rack cabinet is $1,500 per month, more or less, from DFC, depending on the 
facility, network speed, etc (FDC Servers.net, 2017). Therefore, it costs about $18,000 per year. 
The capital cost is $26,208 on infrastructure in the first year without considering the additional 
cost of cabling and network gear. 
There is no doubt that the firm needs staff to operate and maintain these servers. 
According to the current job market, the salary of an individual IT staff is at least $65,570 in the 
U.S. (O*NET OnLine, 2017). If the business requires a 24/7 coverage or with extra demand 
develop, the staff cost begins to multiply. 
Now we are at $91,778 for the first year, with about $83,250/year ongoing. Assuming the 
depreciation is over a three-year period, the average cost of servers is $228 (8,208/36) dollars per 
month. Adding the monthly rental fee on colocation ($1,500) and monthly salary for IT staff 
($5,465), the total cost is $7,193 per month to operate the IT applications. 
Now, this firm decided to utilize public cloud service to achieve the same IT 
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infrastructure level of they used before. According to the Amazon EC2, the price of a large 
instance with 8GB RAM is $0.24 per hour (Amazon Web Service, 2017). Assuming firm B is 
running the instance all-day, the cost is $172.80 (0.24x24x30) per month, so the price of 8 
instances comes up to $1382.4 per month. This number is less than the monthly cost on servers 
and colocation ($1,728). In addition, the firm no longer needs extra IT staff since it does not have 
to manage hardware. In cloud service like AWS EC2, provision hardware only needs to click a 
button or make an API call. Thus, the existing staff is able to handle the server management. 
After using cloud computing, this company can save over $5,811 per month (Fig. 4.2). 
Thanks to cloud service, the company avoids the risk of upfront investment, depreciation, and 
maintenance. In addition, the monthly payment method allows users to exit anytime. 
 
Fig 4.2 Budget Estimate Model 
Obama Campaign Save Money by AWS. 
Cloud computing played a key role in the election of Barack Obama in 2012. The Obama 
technology team made heavy use of a vast number of services from Amazon Web Services, 
which include computing power and storage, distributed queue messaging, NoSQL and relational 
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database services, load balancing, virtual private cloud services, in-memory caching, bulk 
emailer services, and Amazon's content delivery network (Hoover, 2012). They built over 200 
applications that ran in the cloud. Jeff Barr, Amazon Web Services evangelist, said in a blog that 
"The applications made use of virtually every AWS service." 
The technology team ran a database on AWS RDS to serve the primary registry of voter 
file information. This database integrated data from multiple sources like Barack Obama's 
official website and information from the finance team. AWS RDS offers a dynamic and fully-
integrated view of data to the manager.  In addition, AWS RDS can seamlessly connect with 
AWS EC2, so the team set up an analytic system on EC2 cluster instances to analyze the data in 
RDS all the time. The cloud working method allowed Obama's workers to shift resources on 
real-time feedback.  
Amazon offered multi-channel media management tools for Obama to help his team 
determine the most efficient strategy. This optimizer tool can simulate the result of a campaign 
based on the data of polls and behavior of voters on social media. The team constantly adjusted 
the resource structure depending on the deductive result. Finally, Obama won in several swing 
states. 
Obama's team took advantage of cloud computing services, including rapid deployment 
and resilient expansion to deploy a series of services on AWS. One of these applications, the 
campaign call tool, supported over 7,000 concurrent users and handled over two million calls on 
the last four days of the campaign. Fig 4. depicts the overview in call volume in the last days of 
the election. 
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Fig 4.2 The growth in call volume in the days leading up to the election (Barr. 2012). 
Once the election was over, Obama's team terminated all application and instances on 
Amazon Web. Then they backed up all information and data to Amazon S3. Amazon claims that 
Obama won the election because AWS helped and saved millions of dollars for him.  
Technology Component 
Build a VPN Server on AWS EC2 
Here is a demonstration to show the steps of building a private VPN server on AWS EC2. 
This demo provides an intuitive way for audience understanding of how the cloud serves the 
users. 
What is VPN? 
Virtual private network is a method to add security and privacy to private and public 
networks. When users access the Internet, the devices use a unique IP address to communicate 
with other devices. The VPN allows users to change their IP addresses to another one which is 
from the VPN provider.  Using VPN, others cannot recognize the IP address of the physical 
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devices. It adds protection of the data on the local devices. Now many companies and 
organizations use VPN to protect their sensitive data. 
What is AWS EC2? 
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud is the central part of Amazon Cloud Service. It is a cloud 
computing service which provides scalable computing capacity. Amazon EC2 eliminates the 
need to invest in hardware and allows users to launch virtual servers depending on requirements 
(Amazon Web Service, 2017). It enables users to scale up or down to deal with changes in 
requirements or spikes in popularity. EC2 makes the IT development and deployment faster and 
easier. 
Steps to Setup a VPN on AWS EC2. 
After signing up an AWS account, users can start to launch instances. Instances refer to 
the virtual servers in the cloud. As Fig. 5.1 shows, there are seven steps to launch an instance.  
 
Fig. 5.1  Choose an Amazon Machine Image 
The first step is choosing an Amazon Machine Image (AMI). AMI covers the information 
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required to launch an instance, such as the template for the instance (like the operation system 
and application servers), launch permissions, and block device mapping. During this step, users 
choose a quick start via utilizing a template provided by EC2. Alternatively, users can customize 
an AMI by themselves. Ubuntu is an ideal system to set up a private VPN server.  
The following steps include choosing an instance type, configuring instance details, 
adding storage, adding tags, and configuring security groups. Users can adjust the detail of the 
instance depending on their demand. The seventh step (Fig 5.2) is reviewing. During this process, 
users can check all details of the instance. EC2 allows users to modify some parts (like tags) of 
the AMI after launch, but most of the details (like operation system, server location, and storage) 
are fixed before launching.  
Fig 5.2 Review AWS EC2 Instance Launch 
Once users click the launch button, the instance will be ready in a few minutes. If the 
instance state is on running (Fig 5.3), it means this instance is available now, and users can do 
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the next steps. 
Fig 5.3 Interface of EC2 
In the VPN case, users can use SSH to connect the instance and do coding. After 
debugging and checking to see if the status of installation is active (Fig 5.4), users can go back to 
the EC2 instance to get the result.  
 
Fig 5.4 Setting detail of the instance 
The last step is to connect VPN via the server address provided by the EC2 instance (Fig 
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5.5).  
 
Fig 5.5 Using VPN to connect to the Internet 
The billing of AWS is transparent to its users. The billing dashboard shows the price and 
usage report clearly. Customers can check the bill anytime, anywhere (Fig 5.6, Fig 5.7). 
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Fig 5.6 Billing Dashboard of AWS 
 
Fig 5.7 Billing Detail of AWS 
The practice proves that using EC2 to set up a VPN server is feasible. Utilizing AWS 
makes building a VPN server easier than the traditional approach. Cloud computing helps 
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companies to reduce their attention on IT issues, which means they can focus on the business 
more. 
Result 
What Must Commercial Users Know About Cloud Computing? 
Before using cloud computing, commercial users must understand what cloud computing 
means, grasp the cloud delivery method, and know how to distinguish types of cloud. In addition 
to the five essential characteristics (Section 2.1), the cloud model is composed of three service 
models and four deployment models (Mell & Grance, 2011). 
Three service models. Experts classify cloud computing by the types of service it offers. 
Scott Maxwell first used XaaS taxonomy to describe it in 2006, where X is the level of the 
service provided, such as software, platform, and infrastructure. The final "S" refers to service. 
The three services model are SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. Sometimes people also call them the cloud 
computing stack. Fig.3. and Fig.4 show a view of the customer's and provider's access in the 
different models.  
 
Fig.6.1.  Cloud Service Stack (Sandoval, 2015). 
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Fig.4 (Bond, 2013). Framework of cloud service 
Software as a Service (SaaS). Software-as-a-Service refers to the users’ access to 
application software and database from cloud clients (SevOne Inc, 2017). Under this model, 
cloud service providers own all physical equipment and are responsible for building, operating 
and maintaining it. Users cannot control the underlying infrastructure or platform and do not 
manage where the application runs, except the application parameters for a particular setting. 
These features reduce the demand to install and run an application on the user's computer, which 
simplifies the support and maintenance.  
SaaS provides software-like applications on phones and laptops. Using applications does not 
have too many limitations. Thus, the user of SaaS can be anyone who wants to interface or 
interact with the software.  
Platform as a Service (PaaS). In Platform-as-a-Service model, it delivers development 
environment as a service, which means it not only provides hardware and physical infrastructure, 
but also has toolkits and several popular programming languages to offer higher level cloud 
services. Users can test and develop their application and run it on the service provider's 
infrastructure. Utilizing the ready-made platform and tools make the software developers work 
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more efficiently. Users can get the result they made on PaaS via the Internet from the cloud 
service provider's servers. 
Compared with SaaS, PaaS does not provide the software that customers can use directly. 
Hence, the majority users of PaaS are developers. They can work on the platform to create 
software. 
 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). IaaS delivers raw storage space, computing, or 
network resources with which customers can run and execute applications, operating systems, 
and software. In this model, users do not need to purchase physical infrastructure like servers, 
software, data-center space or network equipment. Instead, they buy the resources as a fully 
outsourced service on demand (Kepes, 2011). IaaS platform provides highly scalable resources 
which can be adjusted on-demand. It makes IaaS suitable for workloads that are temporary, 
experimental and change unexpectedly (Rouse, 2017).  
In short, IaaS provides machines, which could be physical machines or virtual machines, 
for users who are providing an infrastructure or for the servers for the developers to work. Most 
of the users of IaaS are administrators. 
To sum up, SaaS offers software, PaaS offers language, and IaaS offers machines. 
Customers use a computer language to write software. The language runs on a physical or a 
virtual machine. That explains the track feature of these three service models. In addition, for 
these three service models, there are many related categories and subcategories. Some examples 
include Database-as-a-Service (DaaS), Communications-as-a-Service (CaaS), Network-as- a-
Service (NaaS), Storage-as-a-Service (STaaS), Monitoring-as-a-Service (MaaS), and Backend-
as-a-Service (BaaS or MBaaS). Remember that the SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS are the roots of all 
kinds of cloud service models. 
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Four deployment models. The main four types of clouds are public cloud, private cloud, 
hybrid cloud, and community cloud, which are also known as deployment models. Those who 
use the cloud define the types of cloud. The cloud types have no relationship with the technology, 
cost, location, and so on. 
Public cloud. In public cloud, the cloud infrastructure is available to the general public or 
a large group of people. The public cloud infrastructure usually belongs to an organization 
selling cloud services (Mell and Grance, 2011, p.3). Logically, the users of public cloud can be 
anyone, no matter if an individual or a company. Users acquire the cloud computing service from 
third party vendors over the Internet. However, "public" does not mean it is free. Those public 
cloud providers offer free and paid models. For example, Dropbox offers both free and paid 
services. Also, "public" is not equal to totally open and transparent resources, because the 
providers may set an access control system for reasons like safety. This kind of cloud offers the 
greatest level of efficiency in sharing resources. Its price is usually lower than other types of 
clouds. However, it is more vulnerable than others on security and control. 
Private cloud. The private cloud infrastructure only serves an individual or an 
organization. As with the public cloud, the cloud infrastructure belongs to the cloud service 
provider. With a private cloud, there exists private or dedicated resources. The resources are just 
for the corresponding users, which means no one else has access to it. The private cloud has no 
relationship with the location. It does not need to be local or internal. For example, the user could 
have dedicated servers in another state, even another country, and that is still a private cloud 
because no one else can access those servers. Hence, the private cloud can evade obstacles with 
the regards to security more effectively than other cloud types. However, natural disaster and 
internal data theft are still the vulnerabilities of private cloud. 
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Community cloud. The Community cloud shares infrastructure among several 
organizations with common concerns, like security, compliance, and juries. The community 
cloud is a derivatization of the public cloud, which means the servers are established and 
maintained by third parties. The cost of the community cloud is less than the public one. 
Moreover, the community clouds have better performance on private, security, and policy 
compliance than that on the public cloud.  In most cases, the community cloud is for exclusive 
use by a group of users who share a mission or have specific regulation requirements. Examples 
include healthcare, financial, and educational departments. 
Hybrid cloud. The Hybrid cloud is the combination of two or more kinds of clouds 
(private, community, or public) from one or multiple providers, provided that there is a lot of 
commonality among the standards used by the constituent cloud. The most common hybrid cloud 
is the combination of the private and public cloud. A hybrid cloud often leverages multiple 
providers but is not required to. For example, there is a cloud provider who offers shared storage 
in a public cloud, but also provides dedicated computing in a private cloud. A hybrid cloud can 
provide the benefit of multiple deployment models to keep each aspect in the most efficient 
environment possible. However, the downside is users must keep track of multi-platforms and 
ensure that all users can communicate with each other.  
The choice of deployment model depends on the technical and financial requirement and 
risk appetite. For example, if an organization already owned information and communication 
technology (ICT) equipment like servers, or finds the financial ability to purchase one, it can 
consider building its own cloud. On the other hand, if the organization does not possess  
equipment and budget but still prefers to rely on the cloud, the best solution might be starting 
from a public cloud model. 
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Virtualization. In computing, virtualization refers to the use of software to allow 
hardware to run multiple operating system images at the same time. In particular, virtualization 
allows one machine to install multiple operating systems concurrently with total isolation from 
each other by installing monitor software known as the hypervisor (VMWare, 2017). 
Hardware virtualization is a technology that assists better utilization of available 
computing resources. Now, virtualization technology makes the function of one server replace 
that of approximately ten traditional physical machines. That allows people to have fewer 
physical machines. With less physical device purchasing, it lowers the capital expense (CAPEX).  
Another benefit of virtualization is centralized management, which means instead of having to 
manage ten individual machines, administrators only have to manage one server. All the updates 
or patches are pushed through one central location. That leads to a lower operating expense 
(OPEX) and avoids wasting processing power. 
In cloud computing, it is the combination of hundreds of servers, which is equal to 
thousands of individual physical machines. Servers run these virtual machines for users. When 
users need additional computer resources, providers just need to add servers. They can be larger 
or smaller virtual machines depending on the business need.  
This section describes some of the necessary and important concepts and terms of cloud 
computing so that readers can understand the following ideas and even other cloud computing-
related articles. 
How Does Cloud Computing Benefit a Firm? 
Cloud selection should be a deliberate process to a business. After all, it means the start 
of a wholesale change in the sourcing and delivery of IT products and services. Once a company 
starts its cloud project, it means it must some upfront investments. If the firm wants to abandon it 
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halfway, it loses all the money invested to date. It is important for the commercial users to totally 
understand the advantages and disadvantages of the technology before utilizing it. Doing need 
and risk assessments are the basic requirements for any companies wanting to start their cloud 
project. 
The advantages of cloud computing include cost reduction, scalability and elasticity, 
flexibility, reliability, strategic value, and environmental value. 
Advantages of cloud computing. 
Reduce Cost. Costs saving might be the most significant cloud computing benefit. The 
costs here include IT cost and non-IT cost. Traditionally, when a company wants to do IT project, 
it sets up and maintains its own related hardware, and buys software. Cloud computing providers 
give their users the ability to avoid hardware and software purchases. With less physical device 
purchasing, it lowers the capital expense (CAPEX). The cloud service delivery models also 
remove the associated operational costs in the form of air conditioning, power, and 
administration costs. For example, Razorfish, an advertising agency, uses Rackspace 
infrastructure solutions to build microsites, web pages, and blogs. Cloud computing makes 
Razorfish set up the web hosting space in 24 to 48 hours for about $3,000 to $5,000. Without 
cloud computing, it takes 6 to 8 weeks and costs thousands of dollars (Hassan, 2011). 
The research from Rackspace and Manchester Business School points out that among 
over 1300 interviewed companies in the U.K. and U.S., over 88 percent of cloud users are saving 
costs. Sixty percent of respondents agreed that cloud computing reduces their need for an IT 
team to maintain infrastructures. Additionally, 56 percent of them say that the cloud service 
helps them boost profits. Finally, 62 percent of companies reassign those savings back into 
boosting wages, increasing headcount, and driving product innovation (Olavsrud, 2013). 
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Scalability and elasticity. The scalability allows elasticity in computing resources, usage 
needs, and dynamically scaling (Pintus, 2016). In other words, cloud computing allows 
businesses to easily and quickly upscale or downscale IT requirements to meet business demands 
while paying only for the processor, bandwidth, and space used.  
These two advantages win the favor of many commercial users. For example, the payroll 
department faces a surge in workload on the 15th and 30th. The workload of the other days of 
the month is much lower. Thus, on the 15th and 30th of each month, they need enough 
computing power to handle the heavy workload. During the rest of the month, the computing 
capability is available for other departments. Scalability and elasticity can achieve significant 
savings across an enterprise. Here is another example. During the Cyber-Monday shopping rush, 
eCommerce businesses need more capability to handle the sudden user surge. After Cyber-
Monday, the extra computing capability can be returned automatically. 
The payment structure of cloud computing is pay-per-use. This means customers access 
potentially unlimited resources but only need to pay for what they use. In the past, companies 
needed to buy whole servers for themselves. If there are too many servers, it is a waste. If there 
are not enough servers, it may reduce customer satisfaction. Now, the metered services allow 
users to utilize IT resources like electricity. Users only pay for what they use and feel free to 
disengage. Thus, cloud computing no longer only serves large businesses. The fact is, smaller 
businesses can afford cloud service now. 
Flexibility. Flexibility refers to allowing employees to be flexible of work practices. 
Employees can access anything stored in the cloud via any web-enabled devices such as 
smartphones, laptops, and notebooks. Cloud computing enhances the function of remote working. 
The ability to share over the Internet can support both internal and external collaboration. 
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Flexibility in cloud computing also includes features such as automatic updating. The service fee 
covers the access to update the IT infrastructures. It could include not only the latest versions of 
software, but also upgrades to the servers and computer processing power. 
The on-demand cloud-based infrastructure provides an extremely high speed of 
deployment. In the traditional world, the whole process of actual deployment takes a long time. 
David Power, the high-performance computing scientist at Dow Chemical, points out that a new 
server to deploy in an on-premise environment takes 7.5 weeks on average, whereas it takes 3 
minutes in the cloud. A new collaboration takes 8 weeks in an on-premise environment, but only 
5 minutes in the cloud environment (Subramanian, 2009). The high speed of deployment saves a 
huge amount of time for users. Companies can translate time saved into higher profits flexibility. 
Reliability. Compared with traditional computing, cloud computing is more reliable. 
Most cloud computing providers offer a service level agreement that they guarantee 99.99 
percent availability 24/7/365 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year).  In other words, 
most cloud providers maintain over 99.99 percent uptime. Commercial users of cloud computing 
benefit from a massive pool of IT resources. That means the workers get the service they need 
from anywhere, anytime as long as they access an Internet connection. Also, cloud computing 
provides a quick failover mechanism. If one server fails, the hosted applications and services 
could transit to other available servers immediately. 
Cloud computing provides a strong ability of disaster recovery, which further strengthens 
the reliability of cloud computing. Based on virtualization, cloud computing takes a very 
different approach to recover from disaster. Virtual technology allows entire servers, including 
the operating system, applications and patches, and data to encapsulate into software bundles or 
virtual servers (Online Tech). Since the virtual server is hardware independent, there is no 
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burden of reloading each component of the server. Compared with the conventional disaster 
recovery approach, the virtualized disaster recovery method delivers multi-site availability at a 
fraction of the cost. It is more cost-effective with significantly faster recovery times. All these 
protect cloud users’ business continuity. 
Strategic value. Cloud computing is an excellent choice for business strategy. Cloud 
increases collaboration. Cloud technology allows dispersed groups to share information in real 
time, virtually and easily. This capability reduces time costs and increases efficiency. If a 
company wants to expand globally, cloud computing makes this process easier. Cloud computing 
improves a company's competitive edge. Cloud technology user organizations are nimbler than 
their competitors who have to devote resources to managing and maintaining IT infrastructure. 
Cloud computing creates more business opportunities for its users because cloud technology 
accommodates faster changes. For example, during a M&A activity (mergers and acquisitions), 
cloud computing migrates data together quicker and more efficiently than traditional computing.  
Environmentally friendly. Compared with traditional IT, cloud computing solutions are 
generally greener. First of all, cloud computing requires less in-office IT equipment. Secondly, 
moving software programs to the cloud saves electric power. A study from Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory projects that moving business software, like email and CRMs, to the cloud 
lowers the total energy consumption of office software by 87 percent (Morgan, 2015). Thirdly, 
cloud computing reduces the impact on the climate. The traditional data hardware systems 
require uninterruptible power supplies and cooling. The new cloud data centers are energy 
efficient with fewer carbon emissions. According to AWS, their customers achieve a total 
reduction in carbon emissions of 88 percent through using AWS instead of operating their own 
data centers (Barr, 2015). Thus, cloud computing uses drastically less energy consumption in the 
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long run. 
Disadvantages of cloud computing. Cloud computing certainly benefits many 
enterprises by allowing them to concentrate on their core business rather than IT and 
infrastructure issues. However, there are still distinct disadvantages of cloud computing. These 
shortcomings are especially related to smaller business operations. 
Downtime. The downtime is one of the worst disadvantages of cloud computing. The 
cloud computing systems are Internet-based, which means all accesses are dependent on the 
Internet connection. If the network is down, cloud services are down as well.  
Another thing to consider is the cloud reliability. Clients and cloud service providers face 
the problem of a network interruption. Although most of the cloud service providers keep 99.99 
percent reliability, when the 0.01 percent happens, downtime means the business will incur an 
economic loss. In 2014, Dropbox faced an outage for as long as two days. In 2015, Apple iCloud 
suffered a seven-hour outage which affected all their cloud services. The providers may offer to 
compensate for the outage, but for the customers, it is usually not enough. 
Security and Privacy. All discussion about data must address security and privacy, 
especially on managing sensitive data. Using a cloud computing service means exposing data to 
a third party. Keep in mind that the cloud data is accessible from anywhere on the Internet. The 
data breach may occur via hacking. A famous case is when hackers attacked Code Space's AWS 
EC2 console and eventually deleted its data. That forced the company to close forever. Hackers, 
a disgruntled employee, or lax password security can all compromise business. 
Cost. Analyzing costs and savings before migrating to the cloud is a tricky process. At first 
glance, the cloud computing service may appear to be cheaper than the traditional software 
solution. However, it may be more expensive for long-term usage. 
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For example, Dropbox dropped Amazon's cloud and built up its infrastructure stack. With 
the growth of the business, using AWS no longer saved money for Dropbox (Butler, 2016). The 
president of a non-profit organization found that when the membership numbers exceeded the 
limits of the contract, the price to go to next tier was almost double. Just like phone plans, the 
devil may hide in the details of service contracts. Also, the cloud service covers the price of 
software updating, but if the business does not need "the latest and greatest support," the fee for 
cloud-based upgrades might be a waste. 
Using the cloud does not always save money. Business cloud users must look closely at 
the pricing plans for each cloud service, to be sure it saves money. Users may try various plans 
until finding the most appropriate and comfortable one. 
Vendor lock-in. Vendor lock-in is a significant obstacle to enterprise cloud adoption. 
Vendor lock-in refers to the customer’s dependence on one vendor for products or services, and 
the inability to use other providers without substantial switching costs. In the cloud computing 
industry, there is a lack of standard interfaces and APIs, VM format, and open formats for data 
interchange. The lack of uniform standards results in difficulties in integration between services 
obtained from different cloud providers. 
To sum up, the vendor lock-in is a direct consequence of the non-compatible underlying 
technologies and proprietary standards from various cloud providers. However, users must take 
the risk of vendor lock-in once they start their cloud project. 
Even with all of these possible disadvantages, cloud computing still shows immense 
potential for many business models. Business people should consider how these pros and cons of 
cloud computing could affect their business. 
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When is the Business Ready for the Cloud? 
Before migrating to the cloud, companies should know whether cloud computing suits 
their business or not. Then, they need to know how to select an appropriate cloud service. Finally, 
business users must know how to operate the cloud service. 
Guidance before moving to the cloud. Many businesses ask questions like how to know 
if the business is ready for the cloud, or should this company consider migrating to the cloud? 
Based on these foundational questions, this section provides some guidance to those who are 
considering migrating to the cloud.  
First of all, a firm should consider what type of commerce it is in and how this business 
fluctuates. If there are frequent changes to the work, then business people leverage the scalability 
of the cloud. On the other hand, if the business runs at a constant rate with no fluctuation, then 
the cloud elasticity could not provide substantial benefits. 
Capital is the second item to examine. Cloud computing is an ideal solution for those 
companies with limited capital. Cloud computing avoids significant capital expenses on IT 
infrastructures and release more operational expenses. If capital is plentiful, the company can 
consider to setting up "cloud" instead of renting from a third party. The upside to this is the firms 
no longer worry about the monthly expenses and over-billing.  
The next consideration is capacity. For example, if the business requires more computing 
capacity and needs to expand, it needs cloud computing to add capacity. On the other hand, if a 
company has capacity surpluses and does not require extra capacity, utilizing cloud computing is 
not cost-effective.  
Another problem is the issue of compliance. Many businesses are under the regulation of 
compliance requirements like HIPAA Privacy Rule, PCI Security Standards, and SOX. Cloud 
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computing may not be the best choice for these companies. However, for those unregulated 
companies, migrating to the cloud may not incur an issue. 
Finally, businesses need to consider downtime. If the firm needs to react quickly to an 
emergency response, such as hospital and military, relying on the cloud may incur a significant 
issue once the cloud shuts down. On the other hand, if a short time downtime would not lead to a 
significant effect on the business, the cloud can be a consideration. 
Steps to choose the cloud. As new cloud users, companies usually ask questions like 
"How do we know what cloud service to pick?" The steps below can help cloud users to narrow 
the scope of cloud decisions. 
At first, companies should ask themselves what they need. For example, they may be 
looking for storage, software, platform, or even infrastructure. If a company wants to purchase 
storage space, it needs to focus on those providers who offer cloud storage. The options can be 
Google Drive, Dropbox, iCloud, CX, and other smaller players in the cloud market. 
Then, the next question is how the business wants to use the cloud. Using storage as an 
example, the purpose can be backup, collaboration with other people, or multiple-location access. 
According to the features of the cloud storage providers, the business narrows down the choices 
further. 
After that, enterprises should know what features are important for them. In the storage 
example, the features can be the amount of storage, the type of operating systems, version 
tracking problem, or multi-folders requirement. 
After screening with the three steps above, the remaining providers are worth considering. 
Companies can assess the cost and performance of these providers and services and make the 
final decision. 
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Conclusions 
The aim of this project was to introduce the cloud computing technology for business 
users and increase commercial users' perspective on this technology. For the business users, the 
core meaning of cloud computing is the delivery of scalable IT resources over the Internet, rather 
than hosting and operating those resources on a local physical device. According to the analysis 
of cloud computing history, the trend is the cloud computing industry constantly growing in the 
following years. The whole IT industry continues to changing as the cloud computing market 
grows. 
 According to the Flowserve Corporation's case, cloud computing assists companies and 
organizations to react faster to the need of the business, while providing greater operational 
efficiencies. Cloud computing offers shared and virtualized infrastructure which is easy to scale 
up and down. This feature facilitates a change in the operation method of companies operate, and 
has a great impact on business thinking. 
 Fig 4.1 displays that the most common benefit of cloud computing to the business users is 
the infrastructure cost-reduction. According to the cost estimate model, cloud computing can 
reduce about five times the cost of IT infrastructure. Cloud computing lets companies avoid the 
cost of building, depreciation, and maintenance. Based on this, cloud computing technology is 
profitable for those small and medium scale enterprises. Moreover, it reduces the time and effort 
on upfront preparation, which lets firms focus more on their business. 
For now, IaaS, PaaS, and Saas are evolving continually with the cloud technology to 
provide better cloud experience to the enterprise consumers. Also, the detailed cloud delivery 
models offer multiple options for users to find the most proper cloud service. This paper lists 
numerous advantages and disadvantages of cloud computing implementation. It seems that 
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before deciding to change the IT resources management approach from traditional to cloud 
computing, every company should conduct a thorough analysis of the benefits and drawbacks. 
Migrating to the cloud means increased economic efficiency, but also relinquishes part of control 
to the outside vendors. Usually, less control on resources can lead to greater financial interest 
and vice versa. It is important to consider all details together as a whole in order to achieve the 
performance goal. 
 There is no doubt that cloud computing sets to the way for people to use the Internet. For 
now, cloud computing becomes one of the leading developing directions of future IT. However, 
there still many issues that need to be addressed. Both providers and users are already inside of 
this IT revolution. Users are those who lead this transition, since all cloud technology aims to 
serve them. Thus, users should get insight into the cloud computing world now. 
Future Research 
With the knowledge from this research, further research may focus on the trend in 
payment methods and for-profit models. 
Until now, two main pricing principles of cloud computing are “pay-per-use fixed 
pricing” and “pay for resources.” This is the most obvious selling point which allows users to 
apply and release the resources and computing capacity on demand. However, the ability to track 
and manage these resources and capacity creates challenges for all cloud service suppliers. 
In some cases, the cloud service provider will find that even if the customer releases the 
service resource, the resource is still in the allocated state. Vendors must find and delete these 
"zombie resources, " to make these resources available again. Considering the high number of 
cloud computing users today, it is impossible for cloud vendors to measure and track resources 
manually. 
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The complexity of cloud services makes it difficult to track the use of cloud resources 
and the ultimate cost. It may lead the cloud users getting an incorrect quote of their cloud service. 
Based on this, further research must analyze the details of cloud service pricing principles and try 
to come with some solutions to improve this situation. 
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